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Miranda Kenneally Bundle Miranda Kenneally 2013-10-01 Miranda Kenneally has captivated readers with her fantastic contemporary YA series. Now discover the first
three Hundred Oaks books for one low price: Catching Jordan, Stealing Parker and Things I Can't Forget-featuring new bonus material that includes: • Character
interviews • A new short story based on Catching Jordan • A sneak peek at Racing Savannah...and more! "A must-read!" —Simone Elkeles, New York Times bestselling
author of the Perfect Chemistry series "Kenneally's books have quickly become must-reads."—VOYA About the Books in This Bundle 1. Catching Jordan Jordan Woods
isn't just surrounded by gorgeous jocks-she leads them as the captain and quarterback of her high school football team. She's seen as one of the guys and that's just
fine, as long as she gets her athletic scholarship to college. But everything she's ever worked for is threatened when Ty Green arrives. Not only is he an amazing QB,
but he's also amazingly hot. And for the first time, Jordan's feeling vulnerable. Can she keep her head in the game while her heart's on the line? 2. Stealing Parker
Parker Shelton pretty much has the perfect life. She's on her way to becoming valedictorian, she made the all-star softball team, and she has plenty of friends. Then her
mother's scandal rocks their small town and suddenly no one will talk to her. So she quits softball, drops twenty pounds, and she figures why kiss one guy when she can
kiss three? And why limit herself to high school boys? But how far is too far before she loses herself completely? 3. Things I Can't Forget Kate has always been the
good girl-although the people at school have no idea the guilty secret she carries. But this summer, she's a counselor at Cumberland Creek summer camp, and she
wants to put the past behind her. Matt is back as a counselor too. He's the first guy she ever kissed, and he's gone from geeky songwriter to buff lifeguard and loves to
flirt...with her. Kate used to think the world was black and white. Turns out, life isn't that easy...
In the Company of Others J. Dan Rothwell 2010 In the Company of Others is the only textbook in the market that is organized according to the communication
competence model. Competent communication is both effective in achieving goals, and appropriate to the given situation. Students can improve by learning about, and
working on, the 5dimensions of this model: knowledge, skills, sensitivity, ethics, and commitment/effort. This organizational rubric ties the many topics in the course
together so that students can use the ideas effectively. The model:1. is explained in Chapter 12. is reinforced in every chapter (margin icons remind students when the 5
dimensions appear)3. offers "Developing Communication Competence" self-test boxes in most chapters4. ends each chapter with a section on improving competence in
that chapter's topic.
You Can't Keep a Good Woman Down Alice Walker 1981 Fourteen short stories by the Pulitzer Prize winning author about strong women--their struggles and joys.
The Woman Who Could Not Forget: Iris Chang Before and Beyond The Rape of Nanking Ying-Ying Chang 2012-07-01 The poignant story of the life and death of worldfamous author and historian Iris Chang, as told by her mother. Iris Chang's best-selling book The Rape of Nanking forever changed the way we view the Second World

War in Asia. It all began with a photo of a river choked with the bodies of hundreds of Chinese civilians that shook Iris to her core. Who were these people? Why had this
happened and how could their story have been lost to history? She could not shake that image from her head. She could not forget what she had seen. A few short
years later, Chang revealed this "second Holocaust" to the world. The Japanese atrocities against the people of Nanking were so extreme that a Nazi party leader based
in China actually petitioned Hitler to ask the Japanese government to stop the massacre. But who was this woman that single-handedly swept away years of silence,
secrecy and shame? Her mother, Ying-Ying, provides an enlightened and nuanced look at her daughter, from Iris' home-made childhood newspaper, to her early years
as a journalist and later, as a promising young historian, her struggles with her son's autism and her tragic suicide. The Woman Who Could Not Forget cements Iris'
legacy as one of the most extraordinary minds of her generation and reveals the depth and beauty of the bond between a mother and daughter.
The Woman who Can't Forget Jill Price 2008 Describes the author's efforts to come to terms with abilities that cause her to remember events and details with complete
recall, in a memoir that also relates her participation in extensive scientific studies.
A Stronger Kinship Anna-Lisa Cox 2006-02-06 Starting in the 1860s, the people of Covert, Michigan, broke laws and barriers to attempt what then seemed impossible:
to love one's neighbor as oneself. This is the inspiring, true story of an extraordinary town where blacks and whites lived as equals.
The Legend of Crying Girl Creek Robena Grant 2019-02-13 Adventurous American nurse Samantha Winters is on a study abroad program in Australia. But after one
perfect night with a handsome stranger, she finds herself with child. Intrigued with an elderly patient's tales of a local creek where pregnant women drown themselves,
Sam agrees to help end the curse. Historian James Campbell keeps a vigilant watch on his family's haunted land, hoping to prevent more deaths. A loner in his personal
life, he's stunned to discover his grandmother's nurse is the one woman he can't forget. Sam is a believer. James is a skeptic. With the legend's anniversary looming
closer, the two work together to solve the mystery of Crying Girl Creek. Amid the tangles of secrets and lies Sam has a secret of her own: James is the father of her
baby. And he doesn't want children.
What I Remember Millicent Garrett Fawcett 2021-08-05 "However benevolent men may be in their intentions, they cannot know what women want and what suits the
necessities of women's lives as well as women know these things themselves." Fawcett was only 19 years old when she launched a petition for women's suffrage and
22 when she began her political career. An English politician, writer and feminist, Fawcett fought tirelessly to give women a right to vote and the chance to gain higher
education. Although Fawcett made outstanding contributions to women's suffrage and was one founder of Newnham's College, Cambridge, one of the first English
Universities for women, she is not as famous as one would expect. "What I Remember," corrects this. It is the story of an extraordinary feminist trailblazer whom history
almost forgot, but whose impact is still felt today. Stories of extraordinary women are often ignored, but Fawcett's is one that can't be. Hers is a story of strength,
resilience and the fervent pursuit of all that benefits women. And, there is no better time than now to read the amazing story of the woman who won citizenship for
women.
Escape Into Darkness Sonia Games 1991 Describes the author's struggle against the Nazi invasion and anti-Jewish laws imposed in her homeland
My Heart Remembers Patricia McLinn 2014-03-09 Wildflowers have to be strong and resilient to bloom amid the rugged beauty of Wyoming – and so do the women.
"First Rate" – Romantic Times Lisa Currick was once as bright and open as the sunny Bur Marigold wildflower of her native Wyoming. That’s how New York City
Detective Shane Garrison has remembered her since she figured in his first investigation eight years ago. But when the cop arrives in her western hometown
determined to take this second chance to resolve the remaining mystery, he discovers the girl he's remembered has become a very different woman. Once openhearted and delighted to pursue her talents as a jewelry designer, Lisa has put all that aside for a life of routine, order, and discipline. And Shane wants to know why. He
can't forget the girl, but he's fascinated by the woman who challenges him to find answers inside himself. "Patricia McLinn doesn't waste a single word in this third story
of the Wyoming Wildflower series. ... MY HEART REMEMBERS has no fluff; it's a story of emotion and sensuality that also features strong family bonds." - Romance
Reviews Today "Suspense, clever prose and heartwarming characters. She paints a picture with words no one will soon forget." -- Old Book Barn Gazette My Heart
Remembers delivers romance, humor, and emotional impact in the third book in the contemporary western romance collection Wyoming Wildflowers from award-winning
and USA Today bestselling author Patricia McLinn. Pick all the blooms in the Wyoming Wildflowers series! Prequel – Wyoming Wildflowers: The Beginning (Snowberry)
*Almost a Bride (Indian Paintbrush) *Match Made in Wyoming (Fireweed) *My Heart Remembers (Bur Marigold) -- A New World (prequel to Jack’s Heart) Jack’s Heart
(Yellow Monkeyflower) -- Rodeo Nights (prequel to Where Love Lives) Where Love Lives (Threadleaf Phacelia) A Cowboy Wedding Making Christmas (Pasque
Flower) -- new! * Wyoming Wildflowers Trilogy Boxed Set (3 Books in 1) Get a Wyoming Wildflowers bouguet (Books 1-6, plus prequels) for one great price .... Wyoming
Wildflowers: The Collection Reader Reviews for Patricia McLinn’s Wyoming Wildflowers stories: “Each one was totally different, characters were unique and totally
believable! Enjoy!" “Amazing and touching story.” "If you love to laugh; love to cry; or love to laugh and cry at the same time, then you'll definitely want to read Almost a

Bride." "Smart, stubborn and irresistible." "So enjoyable I couldn’t put it down until I finished it.” “Excellent book! I read it straight in one whole day. Recommend it to
anyone!” “Delightful!” ”Nothing short of heart consuming and thrilling. I've loved every one and feel like I know the people personally. I can't wait for the next installment.”
More romance by Patricia McLinn Bardville, Wyoming series A Stranger in the Family A Stranger to Love The Rancher Meets His Match A Place Called Home series
Lost and Found Groom At the Heart’s Command Hidden in a Heartbeat Seasons in a Small Town What Are Friends For? (Spring) The Right Brother (Summer) Falling
for Her (Autumn) Warm Front (Winter) The Wedding Series Marry Me series The Games
The Publishers Weekly 2008
Far from Ordinary Lysa TerKeurst 2022-03-01 Your Journey to Extraordinary Starts with One Word—Yes If you have a desire deep inside your heart to be sold out to
the Lord and do amazing things for Him, you are not alone. Lysa TerKeurst and her daughter Hope have felt that passion too, and they've learned that only God can
satisfy the craving to go beyond just making it through the day. Why? Because God is the one who created that need inside of you and He's using it to draw you closer
to Him! As you begin your journey to extraordinary, this book will help you overcome your fear of saying yes to God by focusing on the life-changing results of obeying
Him understand that you have been uniquely designed by the Lord to play an important part in His plans learn how to grow in your relationship with Him by digging deep
into encouraging Bible verses listen for what the Lord wants to speak to you with practical ways to recognize His voice in your everyday life When you say yes to God,
you will see your faith grow and bloom. Will you accept His invitation and start your journey today?
Women Who Venture Renata George 2019-06-05 "Women In Venture" features more than 100 women making investment decisions in venture capital around the world.
Forget everything that you have read before and hear the real stories, not manicured by the media, about women who achieved success in this male-dominated
industry. They tell us how they worked with men hand in hand to get where they are; how male friends and mentors helped them to achieve their dreams and become
better selves; they tell us what it takes to be a venture capitalist. There has never been a stronger collection of wisdom from women who are at the top of the venture
capital world.Imagine watching several episodes of David Letterman's "My Next Guest" show with your favorite characters. Funny, controversial, always sharp and
intelligent, they tell about their adventures, challenges, and lessons learned. This is what this book is. Whether you agree or disagree with their personal beliefs and
opinions, you won't stay indifferent to what they have to say.The author, Renata George, surveyed hundreds of people on social media to find out who their favorite
women VCs are, whom she then interviewed to discuss their experience in venture capital industry in a raw and honest way. The book profiles women VCs of all
generations: from first women investors to the brand new names in the venture capital arena, women who manage famous venture capital franchises and who have just
raised their first fund.
Nothing Extraordinary Amy Lynn Hess 2011-10-22 This short book is a collection of character studies set to the short story form. Hess explores the complexities of
relationships between men and women, and the way men and women live with, and without, listening to one another. This collection includes "Nothing Extraordinary,"
the story of one Mr. Sissue, who just can't seem to get a handle on love or life. It also includes "The One Homeless Woman of Athens, Ohio," a story that explores a
winning moment in the life of that one woman. The third story, "Mrs. Gumblebee," serves as a warning for all those who misplace their passion. The last story, but
certainly not to be overlooked, is "Evelyn's New Car," a story that vicariously spits in the eye of all fast-talking salesmen who forget to listen to their customers.
Waking up in Heaven Crystal McVeA 2013-06-01 Waking Up in Heaven tells the remarkable story of a woman, plagued with guilt and skepticism, dramatically changed
by the nine minutes she spent in heaven. For most of her life, Crystal McVea was a skeptic whose history of abuse and bad choices made her feel beyond the reach of
God. She questioned if God was even real. Then came 10 December 2009 and the moment that changed everything. For nine minutes that night, Crystal went into full
respiratory arrest. She was unconscious and unable to breathe on her own, unaware of the crisis happening around her as the hospital staff rushed to save her life.
Crystal doesn’t remember the trauma or losing consciousness; she just remembers waking up in heaven, next to God. Crystal discusses some of the extraordinary
things she encountered in heaven, including the beautiful gates of heaven, our guardian angels and a lifealtering vision of her younger self. Waking Up in Heaven invites
readers to witness the relentless pursuit of God in a life that was broken and seemingly beyond hope, an awe-inspiring account of love, forgiveness and redemption and
the healing power of God’s presence.
Extraordinary Circumstances Scott Berne 2008-02 At the age of nine, Scott Berne's childhood teetered on the edge of a precipice. His parents' nasty divorce and the
painful custody battle that followed created an upheaval unlike anything he'd ever known. But when his mother's precarious mental health led the judge to give sole
custody of Scott and his younger brother to his father, the unthinkable happened-Harriet Berne kidnapped her two boys. Extraordinary Circumstances shares the
tumultuous true story of what became one of the first test cases of parental abduction in the United States under the Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act. With
remarkable candor and insight, Scott recalls the terror, fear, and despair he experienced as his mother moved him and his brother through five countries and thirteen

residences in an attempt to stay one step ahead of the authorities. The case attracted national and international media attention, culminating in Harriet's capture in 1981.
For years to come, the ordeal continued for Scott as he dealt with emotional wounds far worse than any physical pain. Yet he refused to succumb to pity, and he
became determined to share his story with those suffering a similar fate. With a unique mixture of childhood innocence and adult sensibility, Extraordinary
Circumstances explores Scott's dramatic journey from victim to victor.
My Amazing Inspired Poetry (It Amazes Me) and Remembering the Remember When’S Linda Scribner 2016-09-15 I want to share some inner thoughts that give me a
quiet peace in time of uncertainty and also introduce you to the subtle humor that keeps us all entertained. I hope you enjoy reading of this book and come away feeling
less alone. We are all in this journey together.
Miracles We Have Seen Harley Rotbart 2016-09-13 This is a book of miracles--medical events witnessed by leading physicians for which there is no reasonable medical
explanation, or, if there is, the explanation itself is extraordinary. These dramatic first-person essays detail spectacular serendipities, impossible cures, breathtaking
resuscitations, extraordinary awakenings, and recovery from unimaginable disasters. Still other essays give voice to cases in which the physical aspects were less
dramatic than the emotional aspects, yet miraculous and transformational for everyone involved. Positive impacts left in the wake of even the gravest of tragedies,
profound triumphs of heart and spirit. Preeminent physicians in many specialties, including deans and department heads on the faculties of the top university medical
schools in the country describe, in everyday language and with moving testimony, their very personal reactions to these remarkable clinical experiences. Among the
extraordinary cases poignantly recounted by the physicians witnessing them: A priest visiting a hospitalized patient went into cardiac arrest on the elevator, which
opened up on the cardiac floor, right at the foot of the cardiac specialist, at just the right moment. A tiny premature baby dying from irreversible lung disease despite the
most intensive care who recovered almost immediately after being taken from his hospital bed and placed on his mother's chest. President John F. Kennedy's son
Patrick, who died shortly after birth, and whose disease eventually led to research that saved generations of babies. A nine-year-old boy who was decapitated in a
horrific car accident but survived without neurological damage. A woman who conceived and delivered a healthy baby--despite having had both of her fallopian tubes
surgically removed. A young man whose only hope for survival was a heart transplant, but just at the moment he developed a potentially fatal complication making a
transplant impossible, his own heart began healing itself. A teenage girl near death after contracting full-blown rabies who became the first patient ever to recover from
that disease after an unexpected visit by Timothy Dolan, the man who would go on to become the Archbishop of New York. A Manhattan window-washer who fell 47
stories--and not only became the only person ever to survive a fall from that height, but went on to make a full recovery. Miracles We Have Seen is a book of inspiration
and optimism, and a compelling glimpse into the lives of physicians--their humanity and determined devotion to their patients and their patients' families. It reminds us
that what we don't know or don't understand isn't necessarily cause for fear, and can even be reason for hope.
Grayson Brothers series: 8-Book Deluxe Collection Wendy Lindstrom 2016-07-28 From the New York Times bestselling author Wendy Lindstrom comes a riveting
Historical Romance series about unforeseen love, impossible choices, and daring second chances... WHEN I FALL IN LOVE A Mail Order Bride He Doesn’t Want—A
Woman He Can’t Resist. The problem is that Nancy Mitchell can’t marry the man her father chose for her. Her only escape from the arrangement is to find another
husband quick—so she concocts a desperate plan and agrees to become a mail order bride. When a drastic change in circumstances dumps her into the arms of Hal
Grayson, a handsome, grieving man who hates her family, she is forced to rethink her hastily made plan. Can her fierce resolve and inner strength help him piece his
world together again even when her own begins to unravel? SHADES OF HONOR She Planned to Marry Her Best Friend—Then His Brother Returned Home and
Complicated Everything. Marrying her beloved friend, Kyle Grayson, will allow Evelyn Tucker to care for her ailing father and resurrect their failing business. But when
Kyle’s older brother, Radford, returns home with his young daughter, it turns Evelyn’s life upside down. Evelyn is drawn to the deeply wounded man and withdrawn little
girl, and she can't help reaching into Radford's darkness with her healing love. The undeniable spark between them ignites a love neither has known… and neither can
embrace. Torn by her forbidden feelings for Radford and her desperate need to honor and protect Kyle, Evelyn faces an impossible dilemma and her greatest
heartache. Winner of the RITA award! THE LONGING A Marriage of Convenience – And Heart-Wrenching Revelations. When dire circumstances force Amelia Drake to
marry her father’s business competitor, Kyle Grayson, she vows to make the best of her arrangement with her handsome, stubborn new husband. Despite their
undeniable attraction to each other, Kyle has been wounded and he guards his emotions as closely as she guards her secrets. Can she ever trust him enough to share
the truth about her past? Can she forgive his own dark revelations? Can she awaken the warm, passionate man he conceals behind his staunch business demeanor
before their secrets tear them apart? Romantic Times 4-1/2 star Top Pick! LIPS THAT TOUCH MINE A New Town, A New Life... And One Man Who Can Save Her Or
Destroy Her. Haunted by a past filled with violence and abuse, Claire Ashier must protect her new home and her battered heart from Boyd Grayson, the charming
saloon owner who is ruining her boardinghouse business. That’s not an easy task when her only friend in town is Boyd’s dog Sailor. While marching on Boyd’s noisy

saloon, Claire matches wits with the handsome saloon owner and they develop an unexpected friendship that changes the game for them. It’s a passionate game filled
with risk. Boyd wants more, but are the stakes too high for Claire to trust a saloon owner and open her heart to love again? KISSING IN THE DARK He Is The Only Man
Who Can Protect Her—And The One Who Can Hurt Her The Most. Desperate circumstances set Faith Wilkins on the run and straight into Sheriff Duke Grayson’s
protective arms. Faith believes they can build a good life together, but their friendship is built on lies because the truth could get them killed. Will giving her heart to the
dutiful lawman lead to more broken dreams if her shocking secrets are revealed? He is the only man who can protect her and the one who can hurt her the most.
SLEIGH OF HOPE A true holiday treat with a tender, heartwarming story that “sets a tone for living the Christmas spirit.” When Adam Grayson and his sweetheart
Rebecca discover two orphans hiding in his sister’s greenhouse, they promise to help the boys find a warm, loving home. Adam never suspects that home might be his
own. Being an only son is not a position he wants to give up, but in trying to protect his place as an only son will Adam lose what he wants most—to win Rebecca’s heart
and become a man of integrity like his father and uncles? LEAVE IT FOR THE RAIN A Love She Can’t Remember… A Woman He Can’t Forget… On the Eve of her
wedding Rebecca Grayson suffers a tragic accident and wakes to a world of strangers. She is surrounded by a loving family and a handsome fiancé that she doesn’t
recognize. Devastated that she can’t remember Adam and their tender past or their passionate plans for the future, Rebecca questions if she can find her way back to
the boy who had promised her forever. THE PROMISE IN YOUR EYES A Heartbroken Widow Vows to Never Love Again—A Reclusive Millionaire Plans to Change Her
Mind. Time has a way of healing broken hearts, but not for widow Nancy Grayson. She has never stopped loving her deceased husband Hal. For years, she has found
contentment in tending her family—until a chance encounter with reclusive millionaire Dawson Crane pries open her lonely heart. Dawson reawakens her spirit and her
need for love. She longs for his companionship, but each step that takes her closer to Dawson betrays her love for Hal. Is it possible to love two men at the same time?
Can she let go of the love of her past and embrace the man who offers her a second chance at love?
The Price and Privilege of Being a Woman Winnie Vaughan Williams 2006 Endorsements "Through gripping stories Winnie Williams provides an insightful commentary
on the plight of women in diverse settings struggling to achieve their rights in the midst of oppressive cultures. With compassion and honesty, the tales are told of
women fighting for their dignity while living at the margins of life. While issues of justice and equality for women have taken a back seat in times of economic and political
upheaval, Winnie Williams makes a compelling case that the time has come for persons of Christian commitment to dedicate themselves to the destruction of controlling
and dominating traditions that have for too long demeaned women throughout the world." Dr. Tom Graves, President, Baptist Theological Seminary at Richmond
(Virginia) "Williams' second book sheds a new light on the plight of women in developing countries. While her findings confirm our darkest fears about the state of
women in the world, her clarity of vision and compassion inspire us, because she goes beyond the sad statistics and external, physical conditions of these women's
lives: she captures their hearts and spirits. These courageous, enterprising women who battle despair, discrimination and abuse on every front have their best advocate
in Williams, who calls for a global movement of love and liberation to help them. Her book is our wake-up call: it is time to come to the aid of our sisters in distress. Every
woman counts - this is the message Williams' book drives home, and therefore each one of us can make a difference." Beatriz F. Fernandez, Book Reviewer, University
Reference Librarian, Florida International University "Winnie Williams gives a well-researched and accurate snapshot of the history, landscape and culture of seven
countries while skillfully weaving through her writing an expos of the sub-standard and, in many cases, sub-human treatment of women. The description of captivating
scenery sharply contrasted by the underclass plight of women is startling. It highlights what Winnie Williams does so well - burn in the reader's mind the need for all
people, especially Christians, to press for holistic care and concern for the oppression of women - physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. In The Price and
Privilege of Being a Woman you can see deeply into the author's heart as she roots out the public and hidden disgraces of the treatment of women. When the time
comes that women everywhere are treated with respect, Winnie Williams' passionate quest to tell the story of oppressed women will have played a part in helping lift
them to a rightful place of equality." Beverly Greer, Missions Coordinator, South Carolina Cooperative Baptist Fellowship "It was my honor to accompany Winnie
Williams on her trip to Russia and watch her become involved in the lives of women. In reading this book you will become involved in their lives as well, as you listen in a
poignant new way to the voices of women who courageously live in the midst of traumatic social change." Dr. Sanford Becket, Associate Director of Northstar Church
Network: An Association of Baptist Congregations, Virginia "The Price and Privilege of Being a Woman is well written. Tempered with Christian compassion, Mrs.
Williams, through her words, reminds us that women, like men, are created by God and therefore are to be treated with equal dignity and respect. Let us pray that if but
one woman among millions chooses to stand strong with determination, she will bring new hope to those who endure their injustices with quiet humility." Jo Ella White,
author of three novels, West Union, South Carolina "The Price and Privilege of Being a Woman, Winnie V. Williams' recent release, is a penetrating, personal
exploration into the challenges women face in many countries. The writing is vivid, easy to read, and takes the reader into the very soul of women around the world. As
in her first book, Women I Can't Forget, we see the effects, both historical and current, of patriarchy - the near-universal rule of men and disrespect for women and girls.

She has lived with these women in their cramped, miserable quarters, and shared some of their suffering. She shows what Christianity has and has not done to bring
more justice to the women of primitive and industrial cultures. Her discussions are never superficial, but are rich with the history and culture of each of the countries. In
this book we go behind the scenes into the lives of women in Russia, Macedonia, Kosovo, Guatemala, Ecuador, Alaska, and the aborigines of Australia. This would be
an excellent selection for book clubs, as well as for individual reading. A must-read for those who wish to enlarge a global awareness of the consequences of
patriarchy." Mimi Haddad, President, Christians for Biblical Equality, www.cbeinternational.org "The Price and Privilege of Being a Woman is a combination travelogue,
personal journal, and call to social justice for the women of the world. Across the continents and through the stories of women facing frightening challenges especially
because of their gender, it will call you to action on behalf of the oppressed women of the world." Dr. Mari Gonlag, Bible Professor and Executive Director of the Center
for Women in Ministry, Southern Wesleyan University, Central, South Carolina "Having traveled extensively in numerous countries of the world interviewing women of
many cultures and customs, and being deeply interested in and concerned about women world-wide, Winnie Williams is an extraordinary woman who has a unique way
of presenting the profiles of women in The Price and Privilege of Being a Woman. Without doubt, the eyes of the reader will be opened to a greater understanding of the
international situation of women as they journey through the pages of this book. The reader, as I, will sense changes in perspective and attitude as together we are
challenged by these women of courage, determination and dignity. As privileged, Christian women in the world today, Winnie urges us to recognize that 'Christianity will
probably only come to these disenfranchised women when Christian women have the yearnings and longings to be God's messengers.'" Rev. Ida Mae Hays, retired IMB
Missionary to Brazil; retired Pastor of Weldon Baptist Church, Weldon, North Carolina; staff of Baptist Theological Seminary at Richmond, Virginia
Smile Sarah Ruhl 2022-01-20 'Her story is intimate and revealing about what it is to smile and what it means when you can't' Cynthia Nixon The extraordinary story of
one woman's ten-year odyssey that brought her physical, creative, emotional, and spiritual healing. With a play opening on Broadway, and every reason to smile, Sarah
Ruhl has just survived a high-risk pregnancy when she discovers the left side of her face is completely paralyzed. She is assured that 90 percent of Bell's palsy patients
experience a full recovery, like her own mother. But Sarah is in the unlucky ten percent. And for a woman, wife, mother, and artist working in theatre, the paralysis and
the disconnect between the interior and exterior brings significant and specific challenges. So she begins an intense decade-long search for a cure while simultaneously
grappling with the reality of her new face - one that, while recognisably her own, is incapable of accurately communicating feelings or intentions. Smile is Ruhl's piercing,
witty, lucid chronicle of her journey. She explores the struggle of a body yearning to match its inner landscape, the pain of postpartum depression, the story of a
marriage, being a playwright and working mother to three small children, and the desire for a resilient spiritual life in the face of illness. Brimming with insight, humility,
warmth and humour, Smile is a triumph: an intimate examination of loss and reconciliation, and above all else, the importance of perseverance and hope in the face of
adversity.
Cinnamon Twigs Darren Freebury-jones 2013-07-10 'I can't remember a time when I didn't expect to be famous.'This is the extraordinary story of Daniel Mace,
Hollywood star and bestselling author. All he's ever wanted is immortality, the Holy Grail. To be remembered when he dies. But as the world of celebrity begins to hurtle
from its axis, he realizes that the only way he can make his story remembered is through denying the press an ending. Even if it means devastating the woman he loves.
Like a phoenix building itself a nest out of cinnamon twigs, he prepares to become reborn... A poignant memoir about love that transcends time itself, ghosts and pain,
Daniel's account is utterly compelling and unforgettable.* The author would greatly appreciate reviews of this title.
From The Moment We Met Collection Wendy Lindstrom 2022-09-05 If you adore clean, romantic love stories with handsome gentlemen heroes and intelligent, strong
heroines, meet the swoon-worthy Grayson men and the amazing women who capture their hearts in this captivating, feel-good historical romance series. This special
collection boxed set includes three heartwarming romances by RITA award-winning and New York Times bestselling author Wendy Lindstrom, each story brimming with
"awesome underlying emotional power" and enthralling, unforgettable characters. The books: My Forever Love – A Love She Can’t Remember… A Woman He Can’t
Forget (Second Chance Brides series, Book 7) On the Eve of her wedding Rebecca Grayson suffers a tragic accident and wakes to a world of strangers. She is
supported by a loving family and a handsome fiancé, none of whom she recognizes. While she struggles to heal, Rebecca questions if she’ll ever remember her life or
find her way back to Adam, the steadfast, remarkable man who has promised her forever. Chances Are – A Heartbroken Widow Vows to Never Love Again—A
Reclusive Millionaire Plans to Change Her Mind (Second Chance Brides series, Book 8) Time has a way of healing broken hearts, but not for widow Nancy Grayson.
She has never stopped loving her deceased husband Hal. For years, she has found contentment in tending her family—until a chance encounter with reclusive
millionaire Dawson Crane pries open her lonely heart. Dawson reawakens her spirit and her need for love. She longs for his companionship, but each step that takes her
closer to Dawson betrays her love for Hal. Is it possible to love two men at the same time? Can she let go of the love of her past and embrace the man who offers her a
second chance at love? “WOW! Second chance romance with so many emotions” —Maria “A story of a mother's love and how, as mothers, we often forget that we have

needs. I found myself with tears in my eyes over Nancy's decision.” —KP A Moment Like This – Kidnapped, lied to, and betrayed, will her unexpected journey with the
handsome captain be a cruel abduction—or an adventure that will save her? (Second Chance Brides series, Book 9) When Grace Covington, granddaughter to a
powerful railroad industrialist, risks her life to help a friend, she believes no one will learn of her daring escapade. But her plans go awry when she is kidnapped by a
bold, handsome captain who sails her straight into an emotional tidal wave. Captain Leo Sullivan wants to prove he’s not the lowly kidnapper Grace believes him to be,
but he is honor bound to not tell her why, or where, he’s taking her. With every nautical mile they sail together, Grace finds her feelings warming toward her captor, but
she wonders if this journey between them will heal her broken heart… or drown her in a sea of regret. 3 full-length sweet and clean historical romance novels Setting:
Small-town America, Fredonia, New York, Southern Maine, Eastern U.S.A. All books in this collection are also available separately. If you love stories that uplift and
warm the heart, grab this special collection boxed set by "one of romance's finest writers." Available for a limited time.
What Happens When Women Say Yes to God Interactive Workbook Lysa TerKeurst 2011-03 In this exciting, interactive workbook for Lysa TerKeurst's DVD series
based on her popular book What Happens When Women Say Yes to God, women embrace the personal experience of saying yes to God's path for them by exploring
insightful questions, special verses, and examples from the DVD's six sections.
Secret Acquisitions Raleigh Davis 2019-01-17 A second chance with the billionaire who got away… January: I need a billionaire. Fast. When I stumble onto a tech
giant’s plot to spy on everyone’s phones, I know my security company is only one who can stop them. But my little start up needs money. Lots of it. Enter Mark Taylor,
the hottest venture capitalist in Silicon Valley. And the only billionaire I know on a personal level. And the guy I reluctantly turned down in college. I’m in his office and
ready to beg… but he’s not the forgive and forget type. Mark: I never hear the word no. Not since I remade myself from a skinny nerd into the deal making playboy of
Bastard Capital. January was the last woman to tell me no—and the one woman I can’t forget. She’s as enticing as ever, so I offer her a deal: I say yes to her in the
boardroom and she says yes to me in the bedroom. A quick, scorching affair is exactly what I need to get her out of my system. But when a shadowy conspiracy
threatens her company—and the privacy of everybody—all my protective instincts flare to life. And this quick affair is suddenly much deeper than we’d ever expected…
Enter the world of Bastard Capital: Unrivaled men. Unimaginable wealth. Unlimited power. ?Binge read the complete series now! Books in the Bastard Capital Series
Secret Acquisitions (Book One, Mark’s story) Unfinished Seductions (Book Two, Logan’s story) Competitive Instincts (Book Three, Finn’s story) Intimate Mergers (Book
Four, Paul’s story) Hostile Attractions (Book Five, Elliot’s story) Private Disclosures (Book Six, Dev’s story) office workplace billionaire tech silicon valley sexy hot second
chance romantic suspense contemporary san francisco venture capital romance tech silicon valley billionaire romance enemies to lovers rivals san francisco office
workplace billionaire wealthy suspense suspence romantic silicon valley venture capital romance enemies lovers rivals novel comedy alpha club books series boys
workplace office banker male steamy hot sizzling thriller adventure silicon valley tech venture capitalist tycoon standalone
The Music of Light Lindsley Cameron 1998 A well-researched biography tells the moving, fascinating story of Hikari Oe, the brain-damaged son who inspired the Nobel
Prize-winning work of novelist Kenzaburo Oe, and who became the world's only disabled prodigy in classical music. 25,000 first printing.
There's More to Life Than This Theresa Caputo 2014-09-09 Blending together personal stories, anecdotes, and client readings, the star of TLC's "Long Island Medium"
shares her world and her gift of communicating with those who have crossed over to the other side.
Not Fade Away Rebecca A. Alexander 2015-09-15 The inspiring and moving memoir of a young woman who is slowly losing her sight and hearing yet continues to live
life to its fullest potential. Even a darkening world can be brilliantly lit from within. Born with a rare genetic mutation called Usher syndrome type III, Rebecca Alexander
has been simultaneously losing both her sight and hearing since she was a child, and she was told that she would likely be completely blind and deaf by thirty. Then, at
eighteen, a fall from a window left her athletic body completely shattered. None of us know what we would do in the face of such devastation. What Rebecca did was
rise to every challenge she faced. She was losing her vision and hearing and her body was broken, but she refused to lose her drive, her zest for life, or—maybe most
important—her sense of humor. Now, at thirty-five, with only a sliver of sight and significantly deteriorated hearing, she is a psychotherapist with two masters’ degrees
from Columbia University and an athlete who teaches spin classes and regularly competes in extreme endurance races. She greets every day as if it were a gift, with
boundless energy, innate curiosity, and a strength of spirit that have led her to places we can’t imagine. In Not Fade Away, Rebecca tells her extraordinary story, by
turns harrowing, funny, and inspiring. She meditates on what she’s lost—from the sound of a whisper to seeing a sky full of stars, and what she’s found in return—an
exquisite sense of intimacy with those she is closest to, a love of silence, a profound gratitude for everything she still has, and a joy in simple pleasures that most of us
forget to notice. Not Fade Away is both a memoir of the senses and a unique look at the obstacles we all face—physical, psychological, and philosophical—exploring the
extraordinary powers of memory, love, and perseverance. It is a gripping story, an offering of hope and motivation, and an exquisite reminder to live each day to its

fullest.
Forget Me Lisa Sherman How can you know who you really are if you can’t remember your past? Wanda Dellas is living someone else's life: that's the sense she's had
since a mysterious accident robbed her of her long-term memory. Lost and barely scraping by, Wanda cleans offices at night in order to support her young daughter.
Then Wanda sees a news report about a presumed dead businesswoman, Claire Stanbrick. Bad enough that Claire bears an uncanny resemblance to Wanda. But it
turns out Claire went missing around the same time as Wanda's accident, too. Plus, she can’t shake the sense that Claire’s husband Jack, who’s serving time in prison
for Claire’s murder, is innocent. And she’s beginning to develop feelings for him. But which feelings are real and which are just figments of her fractured memory?
Answers to the past often come at a price. As Wanda learns more about Claire, she realizes Claire didn’t have the picture-perfect life Wanda imagined . . . a fact
someone following her is determined to keep a secret. And the more Wanda discovers, the more she faces new dangers that threaten her life . . . or is it Claire’s?
Perfect Strangers Dani Atkins 2016-12-15 ~*~ Perfect for fans of the hit film THE MOUNTAIN BETWEEN US starring Idris Elba and Kate Winslet ~*~ Hannah Truman is
twenty-seven years old. She is an ordinary girl with an extraordinary memory. One thing she certainly can’t forget is her boyfriend William’s betrayal, which was why she
fled to Canada to stay with her sister. Now, on her way home to England, Hannah finds herself in a queue behind Logan Carter at the airport terminal. He’s checking into
Business Class on her flight and although their paths keep crossing, fate prevents them meeting. An almost shared cup of coffee never takes place when Logan is
suddenly called away. But once in the air the unthinkable happens: the plane needs to make an emergency landing. Hannah is alone and terrified, until suddenly Logan
slips into the seat beside her. In the days that follow, Hannah and Logan must call upon all their resources to survive in the frozen landscape, growing ever closer as
hopes of a rescue begin to fade… *** Praise for Dani Atkins *** ‘This story will speak to your heart. It’s heartbreakingly brilliant’ The Sun ‘This breathtakingly brilliant
novel left us sobbing our hearts out’ Heat ‘This hugely accomplished novel is amazing, but oh-so emotional’ Fabulous Magazine ‘With a spellbinding insight into
friendship, family and the fragility of life, this real tear-jerker of a novel is captivating from start to finish’ The Lady 'I was captivated the entire time and then completely
blown away, left reeling afterward' Chick Lit Central 'As I turned the last page I found myself broken as it was time to say goodbye to a book that warmed my heart and
intrigued my mind' The Love of a Good Book 'Compelling and truly beautiful. It's a love story that will stay with you forever' Victoria Loves Books 'Gripping, romantic and
heartbreaking ... a magical love story' She Loves To Read
Psychology Daniel L. Schacter 2010-12-10 Your students may forget it’s a textbook. But they will always remember what they learn. View a sample chapter and student
video reviews at www.worthpublishers.com/thedans Their research continues to change the way psychology is taught. Their teaching has inspired thousands of
students. Their writing fascinates readers and vividly shows how psychological science is relevant to their lives. So it was no surprise that Dan Schacter, Dan Gilbert,
and Dan Wegner’s introductory psychology textbook was a breakout success. With the new edition, Psychology is more than ever a book instructors are looking for—a
text that students will read and keep reading. Thoroughly updated, the new edition is filled with captivating stories of real people and breakthrough research, plus a
variety of proven and effective new learning tools, all carried along by the Dans’ uncanny way of making the story of psychological principles as riveting and enriching as
reading a great book.
Blank Canvas Marcy Gregg 2022-05-24 When Marcy Gregg awoke from a coma, 13 years had vanished from her memory. She was 30 years old; she thought she was
still 17. She didn’t recognize the man who introduced himself as her husband. She stared at pictures of the three children they said were hers, trying desperately to
remember them, but her mind was blank. Terrified and confused, Marcy did the only thing she could think of: she faked it. She told the doctors she was starting to
remember and bluffed her way through visits from friends and family. Against all odds, it worked: she was released to a home, family, and life she should have known
intimately—but seemed to be a stranger’s. How was she going to pull off the biggest acting challenge imaginable—and would her memories ever return? Ghost Boy
meets What Alice Forgot in this amazing true story of a woman who lost herself and tried to fight her way back on her own—but who found unexpected beauty in hope,
faith, and second chances.
What Happens When Young Women Say Yes to God Lysa TerKeurst 2018-07-10 Your Journey to Extraordinary Starts with One Word—Yes If you have a desire deep
inside your heart to be someone special and do amazing things, you are not alone. Lysa TerKeurst and her daughter, Hope, have felt that hunger too, and they've
learned that only God can satisfy the craving to go beyond just making it through the day. Why? Because God is the one who created that need inside of you and He's
using it to draw you closer to Him. As you begin your journey to extraordinary, this book will help you overcome your fear of saying yes to God by focusing on the lifechanging results of obeying Him get past your need for perfection by giving all your cares and worries to God stop stressing about change by embracing God's purpose
and direction for your life be confident about when God is speaking to you by learning how to recognize His voice let go of the unimportant stuff by choosing to accept
the greater gifts that God has in store for you When you say yes to God, you will see your faith grow and bloom. Will you accept His invitation and start your journey

today?
The Lost Song of Paris Sarah Steele 2022-07-21 'A fantastic read. I was gripped and enthralled. Wonderful storytelling' JILL MANSELL 'Fascinating, moving, romantic
and utterly gripping. I couldn't stop reading' KATIE FFORDE 'Readers will adore walking through occupied Paris in the footsteps of the brave. A fabulous story' MANDY
ROBOTHAM 'A tense, heart-in-mouth story about courage in Occupied Paris, and secrets' GILL PAUL Inspired by true events, a heartwrenching story of lost love,
danger and one woman's bravery in WWII, perfect for fans of My Name is Eva, The Shut Away Sisters and The Secret Messenger. _________ 'For a moment she
closed her eyes and imagined she was perched on the diving board at the Piscine Molitor, the sun beating down on her bare shoulders and the sound of Parisians at
play beneath her. All she had to do was jump.' 1941. Darkness descends over London as the sirens begin to howl and the bombs rain down. Devastation seeps from
every crack of the city. In the midst of all the chaos is a woman gripping a window ledge on the first floor of a Baker Street hotel. She is perched, ready to jump. And as
flames rise around her, she is forced to take her chances. 1997. Amy Novak has lost the two great loves in her life: her husband, Michael, and her first love, music. With
the first anniversary of Michael's death approaching, Amy buries herself in her job as an archivist. And when a newly declassified file lands on her desk, she is
astonished to uncover proof that 'Agent Colette' existed - a name spoken only in whispers; an identity so secret that it has never been verified. Her discovery leads her
to MI6 'godmother' Verity Cooper - a woman with secrets of her own - and on to the streets of Paris where she will uncover a story of unimaginable choices,
extraordinary courage and a love that will defy even the darkest days of World War Two . . . _________ What real readers are saying about The Lost Song of Paris: 'I
loved this book - a perfect summer read' ? ? ? ? ? 'Truly riveting... A heartwrenching story of love and the bravery and danger of those involved in espionage. A mustread in historical fiction' ? ? ? ? ? 'Kept me turning the pages wanting to know what happens next' ? ? ? ? ? 'Gripping...I loved the dual timeline' ? ? ? ? ? 'A great novel
about the war...highly recommended' ? ? ? ? ? YOUR FAVOURITE AUTHORS ADORE THE LOST SONG OF PARIS: 'The Lost Song of Paris takes you right into the
beating heart of occupied France [and] shows us the best and worst of what it is to be human, and the redeeming power of love . . . heart-wrenching' Jane Bailey 'Sarah
writes with a lyrical beauty. This is a novel you should not miss and is impossible to put down' Caroline Montague FIND OUT WHY READERS LOVE SARAH STEELE:
'A beautifully worked tale of bravery, woven into the reality of a time we can't forget' Mandy Robotham 'An emotional, beautifully constructed read. I loved the way the
clues from the past and present slowly knitted together, answering the questions that had been missing their answers for so long' Jill Mansell 'Gripping, at times
heartbreaking, but ultimately uplifting, I found this beautifully written novel impossible to put down' Katie Fforde
Overcoming Loss and Embracing Hope Kathy Trant 2014-06-25 On the morning of September 11, 2001, I was a happy woman, living a life I loved. I had a husband I
adored and three amazing children. Life was good. In one horrifying instant, it seemed, my world was shattered when the twin towers fell. My loving husband was gone,
and the life I had known went with him. It took me years to crawl out from the wreckage of that event, and though I can’t say I’m healed, I consider myself a survivor. The
events of 9/11 changed our entire country as profoundly as it changed my young family. We all promised to never forget, and that is what I am trying to do by sharing my
story. I want the world to never forget my husband Danny, as well as the events that took him away from us. He meant the world to me, and I want his legacy to live on
the way he still lives in our hearts. Kathy Trant
Live and Let Love Andrea Buchanan 2011-02-01 An award-winning actress. A soldier’s wife. A cancer survivor. A college student. What these women—what all of
us—have in common is a need for love: to give it, to receive it, to express its many aspects. Now Andrea Buchanan, who Cosmopolitan called the “girl power guru,”
follows her first collection, Note to Self, with a new compilation of thought-provoking, illuminating, often poignant essays on love written by some of America’s most
fascinating and vibrant women. Join author and cancer survivor Kelly Corrigan, describing why her most romantic fantasy now involves sitting on the sofa opening the
mail; journalist Giselle Fernandez, sharing why, even though the journey can sometimes end painfully, an adventure in love should never be passed up; Afghanistan war
widow Marie Tillman on learning to open her heart again after the devastating loss of her husband, Pat; celebrity stylist Tameka Raymond on the challenges of marrying
the rap star Usher in the glare of the public eye; and college student Jaclyn Katz on how her “perfect” traditional family fell apart, and her mother’s brother and his
partner gave her back the stability that could have been lost forever. These courageous women have portrayed their own innermost emotions and laid bare their own
experiences for readers to learn from, laugh at, and lean on.
Walking with Moonshine Lucy Daniels 2013-08 "This series of linked stories traces the journey of a sensitive child, then hospital-traumatized adolescent and young
adult, who emerged, after psychoanalysis, as a brave young woman. This book is the inspiring story of how that woman finally realized her creative potential and found
her own voice."--Dust jacket.
What Happens When Women Walk in Faith Lysa TerKeurst 2018-09-04 What if the next big step God wants you to take is actually small? Stepping into the assignments
the Lord has for us and pursuing the dreams He's placed in our hearts can feel overwhelming and exhilarating all at the same time. But walking in His will begins with

our daily obedience to Him. Lysa TerKeurst knows what it means to walk by faith and encourages you to discover the deeply personal truths of God's Word for your
calling. What Happens When Women Walk in Faith is filled with stories and Scripture that will help you apply practical, Biblical truths to your life and equip you to:
Discover 5 phases of your faith walk and embrace the direction that the Lord is leading you. Identify one area where you can draw a line in the sand and take a step
toward something new. Be prepared for God to use your small steps of faith to unleash His work and wonder in your life. No matter what God has called you to, you can
take this first step!
Romantic Thriller Collection Featuring Sharon Sala Sharon Sala 2016-03-14 Three romantic suspense stories in one collection for the first time by New York Times
bestselling author Sharon Sala, Paula Graves, and Carol Ericson. GOING ONCE by Sharon Sala As floodwaters engulf her Louisiana hometown Nola Landry is
stranded on high ground, sole witness to the brutal murder of three people. Finally rescued after the storm, no one believes her story—until FBI agents arrive on the
scene…one of whom Nola knows very well. Tate Benton has been tracking the Stormchaser serial killer for months, never expecting the trail might lead him home, or to
the woman he can’t forget. Long-buried feelings resurface, and the former lovers try to pick up the pieces in the wake of the disaster. Amid the relief effort the killer
lingers, determined to silence Nola forever… . MURDER IN THE SMOKIES by Paula Graves When Sutton Calhoun left Bitterwood, Tennessee, he never thought he'd
return. But now he's back to investigate an unsolved murder and team up with police detective Ivy Hawkins—the only part of Bitterwood worth remembering. Ivy is well
aware of Sutton's reputation, but his smoldering eyes are resurrecting long-buried feelings. Plus, as the body count rises, Sutton is the only one who believes her that a
methodical serial killer is living in Bitterwood. Ivy doesn't know which is worse—the desire she feels for a man who's nothing but trouble…or the danger posed by a killer
who has them in his sights? THE BRIDGE by Carol Ericson Under the Golden Gate, Elise Duran refused to be a serial killer's next victim. She was the first of the
abducted to survive. And Detective Sean Brody was there to make sure a second chance wouldn't be necessary. As the elusive murderer sends them messages, both
personal and gruesome, the point becomes clear: no one can escape death. But Sean's presence can't be any stronger as he shadows Elise while on the job—and off
it—proving she couldn't have asked for a better protector. Though beneath his cool exterior Sean hides a troublesome secret. One that's absolutely to die for… .
Can't Help Myself Meredith Goldstein 2018-04-03 A disarmingly honest memoir about giving advice when you're not sure what you're doing yourself, by the woman
behind The Boston Globe's Love Letters column. Every day, Boston Globe advice columnist Meredith Goldstein takes on the relationship problems of thousands of
dedicated readers. They look to her for wisdom on all matters of the heart- how to cope with dating fatigue and infidelity, work romances, tired marriages, true love, and
true loss. In her column, she has it all figured out, but in her real life she is a lot less certain. Whether it's her own reservations about the traditional path of marriage and
family, her difficulty finding someone she truly connects with, or the evolution of her friendships as her friends start to have their own families, Meredith finds herself
looking for insight, just like her readers. As she searches for responses to their concerns, she's surprised to discover answers to her own. But it's after her mother is
diagnosed with cancer that she truly realizes how special her Love Letters community is, how this column has enriched her life as much, if not more than, it has for its
readers. CAN'T HELP MYSELF is the extraordinary (and often hilarious) story of a single woman navigating her mercurial love life, and a moving and poignant portrait of
an amazing community of big-hearted, love-seeking allies.
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